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LESSON PLAN FOR SHOT PUT 
 

Equipment 
• Shot puts (3-5) 
• Large area to throw onto (that is ok to be left 
with holes) 
• Shot ring (if possible – to show the students 
and practice from after initial warm up) 
• Tape measure 

Aims 
• Create a technical model to compare the 
athlete against 
• Demonstrate the correct grip 
• Complete a standing shot put with correct basic 
technique 

 

ACTIVITY ORGANISATION TIME 

WARM UP  Pair up students and have them standing opposite one another 
about 10 metres apart with all students on the same line at either 
end. Using a medicine ball or other sport ball, complete the caber 
toss or forward throw 5 times, the overhead throw 5 times and 
the chest push (netball pass) 5 times. Encourage use of legs. 

 

5 min 

GRIP, HOLD AND 
RELEASE 

PROGRESSING TO 
TWO FOOT 

STANDING 
THROW 

Standing with feet together, the shot is placed at the base of the 
first three fingers with the little finger and the thumb towards the 
front creating a "cup". The three fingers should be evenly spread 
behind the shot. The hand should be cocked back from the wrist 
so that the shot rests easily into position. The shot must be held in 
the fingers, it should not be held in the palm of the hand as this 
could lead to a throw rather than a put.  
 
Use cricket balls or tennis balls until younger students grasp the 
basic technique. The shot is then placed against the neck, slightly 
under the chin (where the collarbone meets at the base of the 
neck). The elbow should always be held high. Once this position 
is found, push the arm up and out at 45º starting with an easy 
push. As the athlete gets used to the action, increase the speed of 
the motion. This can be referred to as “the punch”. 
 

15 min 

STANDING 
THROW 

The standing throw is from the basic throwing position. The 
athlete stands with feet 60-90cm apart. The right foot is 
approximately 45º to the direction of the put and the toes of the 
left foot are in line with the heel of the right foot.  
 
Coaching cues should include: anchoring of the left foot, driving 
the right hip, keeping left side high, blocking the left side before 
release. All complete their throw and then collect shots. Students 
should complete 10 to 15 throws. 

25 min 

COOL DOWN Students should stretch shoulders, back & legs as a warm down. 5 min 

 
Students can then start practicing the movements across the circle if time permits or they can be 
placed into the next lesson including movement, weights and other throwing events. 


